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Learn how to be left to
your own devices
Gadgets and gizmos
a-plenty, with more
on offer than ever
With an avalanche of apps and gizmos
to pick from, it can feel overwhelming
to select the very best. But gadgets and
gizmos can make our time on the slopes
more fun, possibly more rewarding and,
in some cases, safer.
Take the apps which we covered in the
last issue. Fatmap helps to make your offpiste adventures safer by providing you
with routes and info on avalanche safety,

weather etc., whilst the award-winning
Ski Tracks app lets you compare your
days on the slopes with your friends,
whatever your ability.
If you’d rather not carry your phone
whilst skiing, there are still plenty of
gadgets that may appeal. The Feiyutech
camera gimbal assists anyone with an
action camera to record top-quality
footage of the action on the slopes, whilst
the Garmin Vivofit GPS keep a record of
just how hard you’re pushing that action.

READ MORE REVIEWS HERE

£299.99

$9.99 available on
Apple Store

£169.99

Feiyutech Wg2 Waterproof
Camera Gimbal With Tripod

Ullr Mobile Avalanche
Safety Guide App

Garmin Vivosport
Gps Activity Tracker

One of the most irritating features of
‘amateur’ filming is camera shake, which
is hard to avoid when skiing. FeiyuTech’s
WG2 camera gimbal overcomes this
to provide shake-free, pro-quality filming
and is fairly waterproof, so you can safely
use it in bad weather.
It can be mounted on a helmet, your
chest or a backpack and is compatible
with a wide range of action cameras
including GoPro Hero 5 and Hero 4. It
has the advantage of being hands-free as
well as offering 360-degree auto-rotation.
It supports slow motion shooting and
it’s app and Bluetooth connections allow
you to control the gimbal from your
smartphone. The built-in battery lasts
2.5 hours, which isn’t great, although the
charge time is only two hours.

This iPhone app provides detailed
avalanche forecasts from the regional
centre closest to where you’re skiing,
as well as recording field observations
whilst you ski, including location, aspect
and slopes angle. The best bit? No mobile
or wi-fi coverage is required.
It uses features on your phone to provide
real-time info on avalanche conditions,
and this can be transmitted to the
nearest regional avalanche centre to
enhance their avy reports and share the
data with other users.
The app can be used to record weather,
terrain conditions and signs of instability
and can also create snow pit profiles and
enter stability test results. The latter is
probably more than most skiers will want
from the app, but snow geeks will love it.

The Vivosport GPS is a slim alternative
to a sports watch, which comes with
built-in GPS so you can track distance.
It comes with a heart rate and stress
monitor, plus various fitness apps,
so there’s a good range of features. It
isn’t that hard to read though swiping
between features can be haphazard.
The Vivosport is compatible with
Android, iOS and Windows devices, onto
which you’ll need to download data to
break it down. It acts as a watch, and
in normal use you should get around
seven-days of battery life, reduced to
eight-hours when in GPS mode, which is
comparable with other similar devices.
The only problem? It doesn’t have a
although it doesn’t have a ski mode so
may not work for more hardcore riders.

Makes camera shake a thing of the past
Battery life is quite short

Access and share masses of avalanche
A lot of the features are probably overkill

Small, neat and lots of features
Lacks ‘ski specific’ features
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Free weekly trial
Monthly pass £4.49
£395

Free

Yearly pass £25.39

Satmap Active 20
Solo Gps Unit

Snoweye.com

Snowcru

The Active 20 Solo is a sports mapping
GPS, which displays highly detailed
topographic mapping. It’s not designed
specifically for skiing, though it will be a
boon for backcountry adventures.
The touchscreen is big enough for the
clumsiest of fingers, and it has a good
range of tech for all levels. It’s built to
withstand the worst mountain weather,
being water- and impact-proof and fitted
with impact-resistant Gorilla Glass.
It will connect to GPS, Glonass and
Galileo, ensuring coverage pretty much
anywhere, and has wireless connectivity
through both wi-fi and Bluetooth Smart.
In addition, the package also includes a
10%-off map voucher and one-year free
access to Satmap Xpedition Premium
online mapping and planning tool.

When it comes to snow web cams,
Snoweye.com is up there. Literally. The
webcam website features 5,522 ski resort
cameras in 48 countries, including over
4,000 in Europe.
The site doesn’t operate any of
the cameras, just features them. It is
a straightforward concept, fun and
informative - seeing that there’s night
skiing in Bohemia (Czech Republic) was
news to me. While some are live-feed
webcams, others feature images from
over two weeks ago which can be a little
confusing. It’s the first site to be pulling
together all the countries’ webcams
though, so it’s well worth visiting.
Finally if you find a resort that works
on the resort’s site but not on Snoweye,
just let them know and they’ll add it. LH

Snowcru records where, how fast and
how many vertical feet you’ve skied that
day through phone GPS, all in a battery
friendly way. The “DAYCRU” feature
enables you to link up with ski buddies
to compare and share information, and
“NEAR ME” shows who’s close by.
Clear, concise and easy to use, you
choose how often you would like your
tracking to be updated - generally 3
seconds is enough.
At the end of the day, you get a virtual
map of your route which you can share
on social networks, along with your stats
to satisfy any competitive geek. The
best bit? The leadership boards can be
viewed for a day, a week or a season so
it’s perfect for competitive families or
groups of friends. LH

Can pinpoint you exactly
An investment if you are a beginner to tech

Big collection of webcam feeds in one place
Unclear dates on some of the images

Clear, concise and simple to use
Not for everyone

